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RESEARCH NOTE 

ST GEORGE MINING LIMITED 

Investment Highlight 

St George Mining Limited (SGQ) has a strategic tenement 
holding in the East Laverton region of Western Australia, which 
has been identified as a potential new nickel district.  
Reconnaissance drilling conducted by BHP (under a prior farm-
in arrangement with SGQ) identified the key ingredients to 
potentially host nickel sulphide deposits which included the 
intersection of disseminated nickel sulphides.  SGQ is due to 
re-commence drilling this month to test at least six high 
priority conductors for the presence of massive sulphides.  Any 
new discovery, especially massive nickel sulphides, would 
likely be handsomely rewarded by the market.  Therefore, we 
rate SGQ as a Speculative Buy rating. 

 High Quality Nickel Project: Potential Confirmed:  Wide-
spaced scout drilling conducted by BHP in 2012 confirmed the 
Stella Range Belt as fertile for nickel sulphides.  Disseminated 
nickel sulphides have been intersected in three holes along a 
15km strike length; Results include: 2m at 1.08% Ni from 55-57m 
(DDNRC-02), 18m at 0.4% Ni from 100m (DRAC35) and 30m at 
0.31% Ni from 108m including 2m at 0.62% Ni from 132m 
(DRAC38).  Drilling also confirmed that the majority of the 35 
holes drilled intersected thick high MgO ultramafic sequences and 
extensive sulphur rich felsic sediments with komatiite ultramafics, 
which are all key ingredients to host a nickel sulphide deposit. 

 Drilling to Re-commence 26 May:  An extensive ground EM 
program over 18km has identified at least six high priority 
conductors for drill testing.  The highest priority target is Desert 
Dragon North which is a discrete late-time EM anomaly co-incident 
with a magnetic high and along strike from DDNRC-02 (2m at 
1.08% Ni).  Other targets include Desert Dragon (along strike 
from 18m at 0.4% Ni) and Windsor (along strike from 30m at 
0.31% Ni from 108m including 2m at 0.41% Ni). 

 Significant District Size Strike Length:  The East Laverton 
property hosts three parallel ultramafic belts.  The Stella Range 
Fault is the immediate focus and has a potential total strike length 
of 60km.  An ongoing EM survey is underway to test the 
remainder of the Stella Range Fault and the parallel Central and 
Minigwal faults which is expected to yield a strong pipeline of drill 
target for testing. 

 Competent Technical Team:  The Board is headed up by John 
Prineas (Chairman) who has 25 year experience in the banking 
and legal sectors.  Tim Hronsky (Executive Director) has 25 years 
as a geologist including 15 years with Placer Dome.  Travis 
Kerslake (Senior Geologist) was on the team that discovered the 
Nebo-Babel Ni-Cu-PGE deposit.  Dr Martin Gole (Consultant) is a 
leading expert in nickel sulphide deposits. Matthew McCarthy 
(Senior Geologist) was formerly with BHP and managed the prior 
farm-in exploration with SGQ.   

 Sound Cash Position:  We estimate SGQ’s cash position at circa 
$1.5m which is sufficient for the short to medium term. On 15 
May 2014, SGQ completed a $1.18m placement at $0.12/sh to 
ensure sufficient funding for its Phase 1 2014 high impact drilling 
campaign. 

 Catalysts:  1) June 2014 First drill results from the Phase 1 nickel 
drill program 2) DHEM on any significant results 3) Further results 
from the ongoing EM program on the Central and Minigwal faults 
and on the northern portion of the Stella Range fault. 
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Investment Highlights 

We are initiating coverage of St George Mining (SGQ) with a Speculative Buy rating.  We 
believe the Company’s flagship East Laverton project has good potential to host a nickel 
sulphide deposit.  The reconnaissance drilling conducted by BHP in 2012 confirmed the 
projects potential to host these deposits with the intersection of disseminated nickel 
sulphides.  At least six EM conductors have been identified to drill test in the Phase 1 2014 
drill program due to commence shortly to target massive sulphides  This is an exciting drill 
program that has the potential to yield some positive results.  A discovery is likely to be 
handsomely rewarded by the market given the impact of recent discoveries (eg. Sirius 
Resources).  Even companies with interesting results have received attention from the 
market (eg. Enterprise Metals). 

Nickel Potential Confirmed; Drilling to Commence 26 May:  The drilling conducted by 
BHP under the prior farm-in arrangement intersected disseminated nickel sulphides over a 
15km strike length along the Stella Fault with the majority of the 35 holes drilled 
intersecting komatiite ultramafics.  Figure 1 shows the previous results and the EM 
conductors identified by SGQ.  The highest priority target is Desert Dragon North which is a 
discrete late-time EM anomaly co-incident with a magnetic high and along strike from 
DDNRC-02 (2m at 1.08% Ni).  Other target areas include: Desert Dragon and Windsor.  We 
discuss these in more detail later in this report. 

Figure 1 : Stella Range Fault Previous Drill Results and EM Targets to be Drilled in 2014 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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Significant District Size Potential:  The East Laverton Property hosts three parallel 
ultramafic belts with a combined strike length of +100km.  The immediate focus of drilling 
is the Stella Range Fault due to the shallowed depth of cover and the amount of information 
known about the belt through previous drilling and EM.  An ongoing ground EM survey is 
underway to test the remainder of the Stella Range fault and the parallel Central and 
Minigwal faults which is expected to yield a strong pipeline of drill target for testing. 

BHP Withdrawal: SGQ Retains 100%:  In 2011, BHP Nickel West signed an agreement 
for an option to earn 70% of SGQ’s East Laverton project.  Following a successful 
reconnaissance drill program in 2012, BHP Nickel West exercised the option. This was a 
‘tick of approval’ for the nickel potential of the project.  However, BHP withdrew from the 
project in October 2013.  The withdrawal was not due to the lack of potential but rather 
BHP’s change in strategy of exiting greenfields exploration projects globally and focusing on 
its core competencies of iron ore, coal, copper and petroleum.  The positive is that SGQ 
retains 100% of the project and retains all the data that was collected under the farm-in 
arrangement. 

Potential for Gold and Rare Earth Elements:  The East Laverton property is also 
prospective for gold and is located on the eastern margin of the prolific Yilgarn Craton, 
between two landmark deposits; Sunrise Dam and Tropicana.  The property hosts three 
regional northwest shear cross-cut by a series of easterly faults which is a typical structural 
setting for shear-hosted greenstone gold deposits.  In addition, the Red Dragon prospect 
has been identified as a Rare Earth Element (REE) system with two RC holes demonstrating 
geochemically anomalous levels of heavy and light rare earth elements. 

Competent Technical Team:  The Board is headed up by John Prineas (Chairman) who 
has 25 year experience in the banking and legal sectors.  Tim Hronsky (Executive Director) 
has 25 years as a geologist including 15 years with Placer Dome.  Travis Kerslake (Senior 
Geologist) was on the team that discovered Nebo-Babel Ni-Cu-PGE deposit.  Dr Martin Gole 
(Consultant) is a leading expert in nickel sulphide deposits. 

Active News flow for 2014:  SGQ has an active news flow planned for the remainder of 
CY2014.  Figure 2, illustrates key milestones. 

Figure 2 : Key Milestones for SGQ 
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Source: Patersons Estimates 

 

Catalysts:  1) June 2014 First drill results from the Phase 1 nickel drill program 2) DHEM 
on any significant results 3) Further results from the ongoing EM program on the Central 
and Minigwal faults and the northern portion of the Stella Range fault. 
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Corporate/Capital Structure 

SGQ has 89.3m shares on issue following the recent placement to raise $1.2m at $0.12/sh.  
There are 48.5m listed options (SGQO) at an exercise of 20c expiring on 28 November 
2014 and 100 performance shares.  A successful drilling campaign would likely place these 
options in the money and if exercised would provide close to $10m to SGQ.  There are a 
further 1.75m employee options which consists of: 

 0.75m options exercisable at 0.25/sh expiring on 28 November 2014 and; 

  1m options exercisable at $0.40/sh expiring on 28 November 2015. 

SGQ also has 100 performance shares to foundation shareholders expiring 16 November 
2015 each is convertible into 100,000 ordinary shares (ie. Maximum issue of 10m shares) 
based on one of the below milestones occurring: 

(i) a Company Project attains a measured JORC Code compliant inferred resource of at least 
1,000,000 ounces of gold; 

(ii) a Company Project attains a measured JORC Code compliant inferred resource of at 
least 50,000 tonnes contained nickel; 

(iii) the market capitalisation of the Company is greater than $50m for a minimum of 30 
consecutive trading days, based upon the volume weighted average price of shares quoted 
on the ASX; 

(iv) a Company Project (or any part of it) is sold for a value of at least $25m (in cash 
and/or assets of equivalent value); or 

(v) a joint venture arrangement is entered into for a Company Project and payments of at 
least $25m (in cash and/or assets of equivalent value) are paid to Company as part of that 
arrangement. For these purposes, a “Company Project” means: “any project in which the 
Company has an ownership interest (or an option to acquire an ownership interest) as at 
the date the Company is admitted to the Official List of the ASX”. 

Cash At Bank 

On 15 May 2014, SGQ completed a $1.18m placement at $0.12/sh to ensure sufficient 
funding for its Phase 1 2014 high impact drilling campaign.  Cash at bank at the end of the 
March 2014 quarter was $525,000 with an expected outflow of $400,000 for the June Q.  
Therefore, SGQ will have sufficient funding to complete the planned drilling program and 
would need to return to the market for additional funding.   

In 2013, SGQ successfully completed two private placements to raise a total off $1.6m 
(before costs).  Details are as below: 

 May 2013: $800,000 raised at $0.16/sh through the issue of 5m shares. 

 December 2013: $825,000 raised at $0.11/sh through the issue of 7.5m shares 

SGQ’s major shareholders are John Prineas (12.85%), Impulzive Pty Ltd (10.51%) and 
Oceanic Capital (9.4%).  Directors and management has a significant holding (~20%). 
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Company Background 

In November 2010, St George Mining Limited (SGQ) listed on the ASX through Initial Public 
Offering (IPO).  The Company’s focus is the East Laverton project, which is prospective for 
nickel, gold and Rare Earth Elements (REE).  In 2011, the Company signed a Joint Venture 
(JV) agreement with BHP Billiton to earn up to 70% of the nickel rights.  During 2012, BHP 
conducted a large reconnaissance drill program under the farm-in arrangement.   The drill 
program was very successful, intersecting nickel sulphides and confirming the prospectivity 
of the East Laverton property as an emerging nickel district.  In October 2013, BHP 
withdrew from the JV as a result of its belt-tightening measures, which saw its exit from the 
majority of global greenfields exploration activities.  SGQ has continued exploration 
activities conducting ground EM survey which have identified several high quality targets, 
which have the potential to result in the discovery of a massive sulphide nickel deposit.  
SGQ plans to commence drilling these targets on 26 May 2014. 

East Laverton Project 

The East Laverton property is located in the eastern margin of the Yilgarn craton in the 
North-Eastern Goldfields of Western Australia, approximately 150km southeast of Laverton 
(Figure 3).  SGQ has grown the landholding to circa 2,000km2 of contiguous tenements and 
covers an underexplored nickel belt prospective for large scale nickel sulphide 
mineralisation.  This has been confirmed through drilling from 35 RC holes drilled by BHP in 
2012.  The project area is approximately 150km southeast of Laverton. Access is through a 
series of unsealed roads and tracks that cover a flat and readily accessible topography. 

Figure 3 : East Laverton Project 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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SGQ has confirmed that the East Laverton Property hosts three ultramafic belts that are 
prospective for nickel sulphide mineralisation (Figure 4 shown in red).  The initial focus has 
been on the Stella Range fault (to the west) as the cover is much shallower at 0-40m 
compared with the Central and Minigwal faults which are slightly deeper (0-60m).  
Disseminated nickel sulphides were discovered along the Stella Range Belt in 2012, 
confirming the presence of fertile high MgO komatiites.  Drilling at the other two belts – the 
Central Belt and the Minigwal (Narnoo) Belt – intersected significant thicknesses of high 
MgO ultramafic and sulphide rich sediments, a setting which is highly prospective for nickel 
sulphide mineralisation. SGQ is assessing areas of interest along the Central Belt and 
Minigwal Belt and expects to generate new, exciting nickel prospects in the near term.   

Figure 4 : East Laverton Structural Faults and Nickel Targets 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 

Geology 

SGQ’s tenements are situated on the eastern margin of the Archean Yilgarn Craton, which 
forms a convergent margin with the Proterozoic terrane to the east.  The boundary between 
the Archean and Proterozoic is approximated by the Proterozoic Albany-Fraser “mobile 
zone”, a complex area with an extensive tectonic and magmatic history.  Structural 
reactivation of major Archean structures within the East Laverton Property is evidenced by 
the intrusion of Paleoproterozoic dolerite dykes and carbonatite intrusives. There is very 
limited basement outcrop in the project region because of the extensive post-mineral 
sedimentary cover. The Property is divided into an eastern and western domain by the 
translithospheric Minigwal fault. Most of the exploration activity has been focused on the 
greenstone-gneissic western domain, where extensive nickeliferous ultramafic horizons 
have been preserved, presumably because of the high melting point of these MgO-rich 
rocks. The folded greenstone sequence of the eastern domain appears to be of lower 
metamorphic grade and forms the hanging wall to the Minigwal fault, and is more 
perspective for gold and REE mineralisation, than in the west. 

A reconnaissance RC drilling programme was completed by BHP Billiton Nickel West Pty 
Limited between April and July 2012.  Drilling confirmed the presence of three ultramafic 
sequences - the Stella Range Belt, the Central Belt and the Minigwal Belt have an extremely 
high MgO content and are compositionally similar to the ultramafic rocks of the Agnew 
Wiluna belt, an ultramafic belt that hosts the vast majority of the nickel deposits in the 
Yilgarn.  
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Limited reconnaissance drilling has already identified primary nickel sulphide mineralisation 
on the Stella Range Belt, as both disseminated sulphides and massive sulphide veinlets. 
The identification of primary nickel sulphides and rare high MgO ultramafics during the 
reconnaissance stage of exploration has significantly de-risked this project.  

The program tested seven areas on core tenements covered by the Project Dragon farm-in 
arrangement. A total of 8,560m were drilled for 35 reverse circulation holes. Assay results 
were announced on 23 and 25 October 2012.  The location of the drillholes and the 
prospects targeted in the drill program is shown in Figure 5.  

Two drill holes on the Stella Range horizon, DRAC 35 and DRAC 38, intersected 
disseminated nickel sulphide mineralisation (e.g. 18m at 0.40% Ni from 100m at DRAC 35 
and 30m at 0.31% Ni from 108m including 2m at 0.62% Ni from 132m in DRAC38). In 
addition to the two intersections of disseminated nickel sulphides, the presence of 
magmatic nickel there were anomalous nickel intersections in numerous drill holes. These 
included DRAC 33 with 36 m at 0.25% Ni from 178m to 214 m, and DRAC 26 with 20 m at 
0.28% Ni from 194m to 214 m. These nickel values were not economically significant, but 
are favourable indications of the fertility of the komatiite magmas that form the ultramafic 
horizons at the East Laverton Property. 

On 29 May 2013, BHP exercised the option to earn a Stage One interest in the nickel rights 
attaching to seven tenements at the East Laverton Property.  By October, BHP exited the 
majority of its greenfields exploration projects to focus on its core competencies.  Following 
BHP’s exit, SGQ continued exploration activities on its now 100% owned nickel project.  The 
Phase 1 2014 drill program aims to drill test six EM conductors which has been identified 
over an 18km strike length from a ground EM survey by Newexco, who are the geophysical 
company that discovered the Nova/Bollinger deposit owned by Sirius Resources. High 
priority targets are: 1) Desert Dragon North 2) Desert Dragon and 3) Windsor (See figure 
5). 

Figure 5 : Stella Fault Previous Drill Results and EM Targets to be Drilled in 2014 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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Key Prospects 

The initial phase of the EM survey covers approximately 18 km of the total 60+ km strike 
length of the highly prospective Stella Range belt and this provides the focus for the Phase 
drilling campaign. The next phase of EM work will cover the remaining areas of the Stella 
Range ultramafic belt, and specifically the under explored northern extent. Further potential 
exists of the Central and Minigwal belts where magnetic sulphides have been identified. 

A number of prospects have been confirmed following the initial moving and fixed loop EM 
survey. 

Dragon North Prospect 

The highest priority target is Desert Dragon North which is a discrete late-time EM anomaly 
co-incident with a magnetic high and along strike from DDNRC-02 (2m at 1.08% Ni) (Figure 
6).  Geophysical, geological and drilling data support the potential for a massive sulphide 
deposit.  There are three discrete plates which range in depth from 70-170m and dip to the 
west.  Drilling will utilise a dual-purpose RC and diamond rig.  Diamond drilling will allow 
the hole to be used for down-hole EM surveys, which will determine to determine the 
position of nearby potential conductive targets, which could be massive nickel sulphide 
orebody. 

Figure 6 : Stella Range Fault Previous Drill Results and EM Targets to be Drilled in 2014 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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Desert Dragon 

The Desert Dragon prospect is the next target area to south along the 18km stretch of the 
Stella Range belt that is the current exploration focus. There are two EM conductive plates 
that range from 50-200m in depth, and occur along strike from a nickel intersection of   
18m at 0.4% Ni (DRAC 35). The targets are located on the margin of, or are coincident with 
magnetic highs, which are indicative of thick sequences of channel flow ultramafics. The 
main Desert Dragon nickel prospect is also localised by a significant E-W cross-rift structure 
locally termed the Churchill lineament. 

Windsor 

The Windsor prospect lies further to the south of the Desert Dragon prospect and along 
strike from a nickel sulphide intersection of 30m at 0.31% Ni from 108m including 2m at 
0.41% Ni from 132m (DRAC38). There two plates to be tested at Windsor (Figure 7). 

There are a number of additional EM conductors within this area of the Stella Range belt 
which may be tested during the drill program. 

Figure 7 : Windsor Prospect EM Conductors 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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East Laverton Gold Exploration 

The East Laverton Property is located on the eastern margin of the gold prolific Yilgarn 
Craton, between two major goldfields with landmark deposits - Sunrise Dam and Tropicana. 
The Property is situated on a terrane boundary, a setting where major mineral events are 
known to occur.  The East Laverton Property hosts three regional Northwest shears cross-
cut by a series of easterly faults (informally known as the ‘Tropicana Trend’).  This is a 
typical structural setting for shear-hosted greenstone gold deposits in the Northeast 
Goldfields. The regional Minigwal Fault is of specific interest as it is interpreted as a 
fundamental (translithospheric) structure that has controlled the architecture and 
deposition of the associated Narnoo greenstone belt, and was an important district-scale 
control for gold mineralisation.  

The Company has generated a portfolio of attractive gold prospects across the large area of 
the East Laverton Property (Figure 8), with priority prospects being: 

• Balmoral: a unique Au-Mo target with a zoned alteration system extending over 9 km 
strike 

• Desert Dragon: an extensive 2 km ultramafic hosted Au-Ag-Cu trend 

• Athena: An Au-Ag anomaly with one km strike on a greenstone corridor between two 
granites 

• Golden Dragon: conceptual Au target within underexplored eastern domain 

In addition, there are a number of earlier stage gold targets being evaluated by the 
Company, any of which could prove to be significant. The Athena and Desert Dragon 
prospects were drilled in 2013. The holes at both prospects encountered zones of intense 
potassium feldspar + silica + biotite alteration which is consistent with the presence of 
oxidized and alkaline hydrothermal fluids. The laboratory assays did not detect any 
significant intersections of gold in these completed holes and a technical review of these 
prospects is ongoing aimed at understanding the significance of the alteration and 
mineralogy encountered in these holes. 

Figure 8 : East Laverton Project Tenements Over Aeromagnetics 

 
Source: St George Mining Limited 
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East Laverton – Rare Earths 

The Red Dragon Prospect is a large Paleoproterozoic carbonatite-REE mineral system that 
was identified by regional soil geochemical surveys. The current geochemical footprint 
extends over 66km2 and remains open to the north and west.  The inaugural drilling at Red 
Dragon was undertaken in May 2013, with the intention of demonstrating a third dimension 
(i.e. existence at depth) to this large and unique mineral system. Two RC drill-holes were 
completed at the Red Dragon REE Prospect for a total of 488m. 

Drill assays show consistent and geochemically anomalous levels of heavy (HREE) and light 
(LREE) rare earth elements, meeting the primary objective for this drilling programme. 
Establishing “proof of concept” was an important milestone in the exploration process in 
this under explored area. The 2013 drill program at Red Dragon was assisted by a grant 
received by St George Mining under the West Australian Government’s “Innovative Drilling 
Program” that forms part of its Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS). 

Lake Minigwal Project 

The Lake Minigwal Project covers a large area of concealed greenstone that appears to 
extend north from the known Minigwal and Wongatha greenstone belts, which host the 
Mulga Tank nickel project, to the south east of the East Laverton Property. No modern 
exploration is known over this area and is likely due to the concealed nature of the 
greenstones. SGQ is continuing to review the Fugro multi-client aeromagnetic data for the 
area covered by its Lake Minigwal Project. The data has been processed and modelled for 
the Company by Southern Geoscience Consultants.  Interim findings show a strong 
correlation between the favourable structural setting and the large and widespread gold 
anomalies previously identified through the East Wongatha regional geochemical program 
conducted by the West Australian Geological Survey of Western Australia (GSWA). 

In addition to the strong merit as a large gold project, the greenstones present in the 
project area are thought to include ultramafic sequences that may have the potential for 
komatiite hosted nickel sulphide mineralisation. 

The Company will employ the local knowledge gained at its East Laverton Property in 
further evaluating the project area for its nickel sulphide potential. 
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Risks 

Exploration Risk: Exploration is inherently risky and there is no guarantee that an 
economic deposit will be delineated. Further drilling is needed to follow-up targets which 
may or may not result in future discoveries. 

Financing Risk:  SGQ may from time to time need to access the equity markets to finance 
its exploration and development activities. There can be no assurances that this capital will 
be available at a reasonable cost; therefore, substantial future dilution could result.  

Commodity Price:  Movements in commodity prices can impact investor sentiment 
towards junior resource companies exploring for particular metals.  In SGQ’s case the 
Company is exploring for nickel and gold.  Nickel prices have increased by more than 50% 
since the beginning of 2014, however, in recent days the price has softened. 

Investor Sentiment:  A key driver for junior resource companies is the market sentiment.  
This has been historically driven by the outlook for China and its demand for resources.  
This can impact junior resources companies share price significantly. 

Management:  From time to time employees may leave the Company which could reduce 
its technical or financial capability.  This could adversely impact the Company’s share price. 

Directors and Management 

John Prineas (Executive Chairman) Joined November 2010 

B.Ec LL.B F Fin  

John has over 25 years experience in the banking and legal sectors, including a period as 
the head of a financial institution in Australia. He commenced his career as a lawyer at 
Allen, Allen & Hemsley, gaining extensive experience in commercial transactions and 
corporate advice in both Australia and Asia-Pacific. In 1994, he joined Dresdner Bank AG in 
Sydney and over the next 10 years occupied the roles of General Counsel, Chief Operating 
Officer and Country Head with a focus on project and acquisition finance for resources and 
infrastructure projects as well as associated capital markets and treasury products, 
including commodities trading. John has a diverse range of high level experience in finance, 
mining and corporate governance. 

Tim Hronsky (Executive Director) Joined November 2010 

B.Eng (Geology) Mausimm, MSEG  

Tim is a geologist with twenty five years of international experience in the mineral 
exploration and mining industry, including 15 years with Placer Dome Inc. After graduating 
from the West Australian School of Mines, Tim began his career in a number of operational 
roles before shifting to exploration where he was the Exploration Manager (Asia) for Placer 
Dome. Subsequently he undertook a number of corporate roles related to business 
improvement, risk management and assurance. More recently, he has been providing 
consulting services to a range of clients in the global exploration and mining industry. 

Formerly, Tim was a founding director of Emmerson Resources (ASX: ERM) and a non-
executive director of A1 Minerals Ltd (ASX: AAM). 

Marcus Michael (Non Executive Director) Joined November 2010 

B.Bus, CA  

Marcus has been involved with private equity consulting, capital and debt funding and 
corporate reconstruction since 1990. He is a Chartered Accountant and Director of Marshall 
Michael Pty Ltd, Chartered Accountants located in Perth and Managing Director from 1994 – 
2005. He has provided consulting services to public and private entities across a broad 
range of industries including mining, engineering, healthcare, retail, and agriculture. Marcus 
graduated from Curtin University in 1990 and has been a member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants since 1994. Marcus is an Executive Director of Beacon Minerals Ltd 
(ASX: BCN) and Cardinal Resources Ltd (ASX: CDV) and a non-executive director of Argent 
Minerals Limited (ASX: ARD). 
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Technical Team 

Travis Kerslake (Senior Geologist) 

Travis has a strong background in nickel, gold and copper exploration. Initially a 
geophysicist who became a geologist. He was on the team at WMC Resources that 
discovered the world class Nebo-Babel Ni-Cu-PGE deposit in the Western Musgraves, and 
recently worked with Rox Resources Ltd (ASX: RXL) on the discovery drilling for the 
Camelwood nickel sulphide deposit in Western Australia. 

Dr Martin Gole (External Nickel Consultant) 

Marin is widely recognised as a leading expert in nickel sulphide deposits. The author and 
co-author of numerous papers on Archean nickel sulphide deposits, including the world 
class Perseverance and Mt Keith nickel deposits in the Leinster nickel field. 

Newexco  

Leading geophysical consultants in nickel sulphide exploration. Advisers on Nova-Bollinger 
deposit for Sirius Resources NL (ASX: SIR) and the Spotted Quoll and Flying Fox deposits 
for Western Areas Limited (ASX:WSA). 

Matthew McCarthy (Consulting Geologist) Joined February 2014 

Mr McCarthy is a senior geologist with a strong background in komatiite hosted nickel 
exploration in Western Australia. He joined SGQ from BHP Billiton Nickel West, where he 
was part of the team that made the recent discovery of the significant Venus nickel sulphide 
deposit at Leinster.  Mr McCarthy also managed the exploration programme under the 
previous farm-in arrangement between SGQ and BHP Billiton Nickel West, which discovered 
nickel sulphides at East Laverton in 2012. 
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Appendix 1: East Laverton Project History 

Pre-2009 Extensive amount of geological research for the NE Goldfields as a result of government 
funded, cooperative efforts between Australian Geoscience, various Universities and the 
Minerals Industry. This allowed SGQ to develop robust exploration models for the East 
Laverton Property based on a solid understanding of the target metals (gold, nickel 
sulphide and copper) and their associated mineral systems. 

5 November 2009 SGQ acquired the Narnoo Gold and Nickel Project from A1 Minerals as the inaugural mining 
asset of the Group. 

10 June 2010 An additional two tenements were acquired by SGQ from A1 Minerals. A1 Minerals has 
retained a 2% net smelter royalty in regard to minerals extracted and sold from these 
tenements. 

23 June 2010 SGQ secured an additional 846km2 of prospective ground at Narnoo through the application 
for a further 7 exploration licences, 4 of which were granted on 23 June 2010.  This 
brought the total landholding for SGQ to 1,421.50km2. 

16 November 2010 SGQ lists on the ASX through an IPO.  Raises $4m through the issue of 20m shares. 

23 February 2011 Completion of MMI geochemical survey (50m spacing) identifies significant gold and nickel 
anomalies.  Gold anomalies: 1) Desert King, 2) Desert Dragon: 3km strike length and 3) 
Balmoral: large gold system 3km x 2km.  Nickel: Aphrodite prospect previously identified 
by an old WMC geophysical survey. 

4 April 2011 SGQ signs farm-in agreement with BHP Billiton nickel West for 70% of the nickel rights on 
the East Laverton property.   

7 June 2012 Major rare earth target identified at Red Dragon(7km x 4km) 

16 August 2012 Cambridge prospect identified as a large ovoid ultra-mafic ore body (4km x 1.5km). This 
ultramafic body was identified through a combination of magnetic geophysics, high nickel 
values (+2,000 to +8,000 ppbNi) in soil geochemistry and ground reconnaissance work.  
The ultramafic body is a prominent magnetic target and this likely reflects the alteration of 
the high MgO minerals in the underlying fresh ultramafic rock.  A zone of secondary nickel 
enrichment appears to blanket the ultramafic body and has been previously confirmed by 
sparse vertical aircore drilling, including 24m at 0.54% Ni, 18m at 0.59% Ni, and 18m at 
0.54% Ni 

23 October 2012 SGQ releases results from BHP Billition Nickel West Drilling.  A total of 28 of 35 RC holes 
identified komatiite ultramafics with two holes intersecting disseminated sulphides 
(DRAC35 and SRAC38). 

30 January 2013 RC drilling at Cambridge prospect intersects nickel enrichment.   

CAMRC-001: 160m at 0.25% Ni from 8m, including 61m at 0.35% Ni from 8m and 2m at 
0.84% Ni from 12m 

CAMRC002: 150m at 0.22% Ni from surface including 18m at 0.33% Ni from 1m to 19m 
and 1m at 0.55% Ni from 5 to 6m. 

29 July 2013 RC drilling of the Cambridge prospect: 10 RC holes completed for 2,295m; Extensive areas 
of ultramafic rocks. CAMRC-010 returns 19m at 0.56% Ni with peak of 1m at 1.42% Ni. 

3 October 2013 BHP Billiton withdraws from the farm-in agreement with SGQ as part of its cost reduction 
program; Project is returned to SGQ 

20 December 2013 Multiple strong EM anomalies identified on Stella Range belt 

23 April 2014 2014 Drill program to commence at Desert Dragon North in mid-May to test a number of 
high quality EM conductors on the Stella Range belt.  The EM conductors are situation in a 
section where nickel sulphide has already been intersected by three RC holes. 

26 May 2014 Commencement of Diamond Drill program to test 6 EM conductors for massive nickel 
sulphides. 
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